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What is the differentiator for Conductor and Psychological Safety  assessment

when placed in a head-to-head comparison with Employee Engagement 

 assessments?

Employee Engagement surveys measure the employee emotional commitment

to the organisation and its goals. Employee Engagement correlates with

performance - the research is well published - but it is now being questioned.

Often the results of Employee Engagement surveys come in complex reports

that do not identify the underlying issues at play and so lack easy to find

actionable insight. They do not drive decisions or impact results. This may seem

a provocative statement in the face of the popularity of Employee Engagement

and the belief that it is ’the leading indicator’ for business performance. But the

fact that Employee Engagement has stagnated globally for 3 decades supports

this observation. If Employee Engagement surveys delivered results we’d be

seeing them by now. 

In contrast, Psychological Safety describes people’s perceptions of the

consequences of speaking up with ideas, questions, concerns or mistakes. 

 Psychological Safety is essential for making people feel secure and capable of

changing their behaviour in response to organisational challenges. Indisputable

empirical evidence also shows Psychological Safety impacts performance. And

in 2017, when Google studied what differentiated great teams, they found, just

like the academic researchers, that the biggest factor was Psychological Safety.

In contrast, Conductor Psychological Safety assessments gives clear actionable

insights - from an enterprise wide perspective down to the individual leader and

team perspective. Because they capture Psychological Safety and KPI, 

 Conductor Psychological Safety assessments also highlight the cost and value

of improving Psychological Safety. They support fact based decision making.

And clients have a track record for achieving significant measurable

improvement in short time frames (less than 120 days).

It’s also important to recognise that Psychological Safety is the leading indicator.

Psychological Safety predicts Employee Engagement, team dynamics, and

commercial results for the enterprise.  Although Employee Engagement is a

leading indicator for productivity, customer satisfaction growth and profit -

Employee Engagement lags Psychological Safety. Employee Engagement is the

seed that can only grow in the soil of Psychological Safety.

Employee Engagement interventions are attempting to construct the building

before getting solid Psychological Safety foundations in place.
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